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ABSTRACT: Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD) is a spectroscopic technique used to
resolve the absolute configuration of chiral systems. Obtaining a theoretical VCD spectrum
requires computing atomic polar and axial tensors on top of the computationally demanding
construction of the force constant matrix. In this study we evaluated a VCD model in which all
necessary quantities are obtained with density functional based tight binding (DFTB) theory.
The analyzed DFTB parametrizations fail at providing accurate vibrational frequencies and
electric dipole gradients but yield reasonable normal modes at a fraction of the computational
cost of density functional theory (DFT). Thus, by applying DFTB in composite methods
along with DFT, we show that it is possible to obtain accurate VCD spectra at a much lower
computational demand.
■ INTRODUCTION
Chiral molecules are defined as systems for which the mirror
images (enantiomers) of the same isomer are nonsuperimpos-
able on each other. These enantiomers interact differently with
other chiral systems, which have important consequences, for
example, for their biological functioning. Resolving the
absolute configuration of chiral molecules is therefore of
fundamental importance for chemistry and biological sciences.
Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD)1,2 is one of the most
powerful spectroscopic techniques for investigating molecular
chirality under conditions in which the molecule of interest is
actually employed. This tool uses the difference in absorption
of left and right circularly polarized light in the infrared region
of the electromagnetic spectrum (see refs 3−8 for reviews on
VCD and other vibrational optical properties). The exper-
imental VCD spectrum is then assigned to one particular
enantiomer by comparison with theoretical calculations.
Currently, most VCD implementations in standard quantum
chemistry packages rely on Stephens equations,9 which require
calculating electric and magnetic perturbations in addition to
the computationally demanding solution of 3Natoms response
equations to obtain derivatives of the molecular electronic
wave function with respect to nuclear displacements. This
poses a challenge as the computational cost increases rapidly
with molecular size. In addition, VCD spectra are highly
sensitive to conformational changes,10 which adds another
dimension to the set of calculations that needs to be performed
for a thorough analysis. Even studies carried out with fairly
efficient density functional theory (DFT) methods may
therefore already become infeasible for molecules with a few
hundred atoms, unless large computational resources can be
allocated. This is unfortunate as the VCD technique is
particularly of interest when studying large organic molecules,
e.g., peptides and pharmaceutical agents.11 This raises the
interest in lower, yet sufficient reliable, levels of theory that
may tackle such systems in a routine fashion.
Looking at methods with smaller computational demands
than DFT, one may consider the density functional based tight
binding (DFTB) method, which is based on an expansion of
the Kohn−Sham total energy in DFT with respect to charge
fluctuations.12,13 This ansatz, which is combined with several
other approximations, such as the use of a minimal basis, yields
calculations that are a couple of orders of magnitude faster
than standard DFT ones. A fair amount of literature can be
found about the reliability of DFTB for predicting fundamental
properties, such as molecular geometry and vibrational
frequencies (see, e.g., refs 14−18). Studies on more intricate
properties are however still scarce, even though promising
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results have been obtained for, e.g., first hyperpolarizabil-
ities.19,20 In the works of Jalkanen and co-workers,21,22 DFTB
was also successfully applied in composite methods to yield
VCD and vibrational absorption (VA) spectra for N-acetyl-L-
alanine-N′-methyl amide and propylene oxide. Those results
showed some agreement with experimental spectra, but to the
best of our knowledge, no implementation has been done in
which VCD could be fully calculated within a DFTB
framework. Neither has a systematic analysis on several
DFTB methods to evaluate their advantages/disadvantages
for VCD been carried out. In the present study we use the
tools available in the DFTB engine23 of the Amsterdam
Density Functional modeling suite (ADF)24,25 to fully assess
the performance of standard DFTB parametrizations in an
implementation of a DFTB-based VCD model.
■ THEORY
The dipole strength ν| ⟩→| ′⟩n
v for the transition |v⟩→ |v′⟩ of the
nth vibrational mode (which yields the VA intensity of the
mode) is given by the squared modulus of the electric
transition dipole moment operator:





For circular dichroism, the intensity associated with the
transition between these same vibrational states is proportional
to the rotational strength | ⟩→| ′⟩n
v v , which is defined as the
imaginary part of the dot product between the electric and
magnetic transition dipole moment operators:
μ μ= ℑ[⟨ | ̂ | ′⟩ ·⟨ ′| ̂ | ⟩ ]| ⟩→| ′⟩ v v v vn
v v
n ne m (2)
Considering the fundamental transition |0⟩ → |1⟩ and using
standard assumptions, such as the absence of anharmonicity,
each i component of the dipole transition moments can be
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where α are Cartesian components of atomic displacements,
runs over all the nuclei in the molecule, ℏ is the reduced
Planck constant, ωn is the harmonic angular frequency of the
nth normal mode, and the summands are defined as follows:
• αS
n
, are the elements of the transformation matrix that
relates Cartesian displacements to the mass-weighted normal
mode displacements (Q⃗n):







in which αR ,
0 and αR , are, respectively, the equilibrium and
displaced α coordinates of the atoms.
• αP
i
, represent the elements of the geometry-derivative
tensor of the electric dipole moment in the ground state,



















, define the elements of the tensor of the derivatives of
the ground state magnetic moment with respect to the velocity

















Calculating the components of the transformation matrix Sn
(eq 5) is by far the most computationally demanding step for
obtaining VA and VCD spectra, as this requires solving 3Natoms
response equations to construct the Hessian (the force
constant matrix). Implementations of a VCD code in DFT
packages, like the one available in ADF,27 make it feasible to
treat molecules containing a few dozen or even a couple of
hundred atoms. With the need to sample many conformations
as well, the total calculation time may still become prohibitive
for routine use, however. As a faster alternative, we will
therefore consider DFTB, which describes the Kohn−Sham
energy in terms of a precalculated reference density and a
perturbation. By expanding the exchange−correlation energy
as a Taylor series, the range of the expansion that is taken into
account defines the DFTB model (a good review on the topic
can be found in ref 28).
In the original DFTB model (hereafter denoted DFTB1),13
the energy is calculated as
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑= +
μ ν









0 is the effective Kohn−Sham Hamiltonian, V rep is
the repulsive potential, and cμo are expansion coefficients of








The Hamiltonian and the overlap matrix (Sμν = ⟨χμ|χν⟩)
elements are precalculated and tabulated using the Slater−
Koster technique,29 so the respective terms do not have to be
computed on the fly during the calculation. With this efficient
interpolation technique the cost of constructing the Hamil-
tonian is greatly reduced and the bottleneck is typically only
the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian. At some extra expense,
results can generally be improved by using second- and third-
order terms of the Taylor series in the self-consistent-charge
models (SCC-DFTB) DFTB230 and DFTB3,31 respectively.
The DFTB1, DFTB2, and DFTB3 models are all available in
the ADF modeling suite.23,25 In the 2017 version of the latter
package, the DFTB calculations of the force constant matrix
were done numerically in a two-sided evaluation of the
analytical gradients of the energy at distorted geometries. By
using Mulliken population analysis,32 the atomic partial
charges, q , yield electric dipole moments
∑μ ⃗ ≈ ⃗q Re
(10)
at each of these displaced geometries, giving the APT tensor
with virtually no extra computational cost:
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where = −α α αd R R, , ,
0 is the size of the nuclear ( )
displacement in the α direction. The calculation of dipole
strengths (eq 1) was thus already possible with the DFTB
engine of ADF and VA intensities are straightforwardly
obtained.
The only missing ingredient needed to obtain VCD
intensities is therefore the AAT tensor defined in eq 7. A
straightforward evaluation would require performing magnetic
response calculations which would be considerably more
involved than the electric ones. With the DFTB method, it is,
however, also appropriate to consider a simpler approximation
to the magnetic tensor. In the so-called atomic polar tensor
(APT) model,33 introduced by Freedman and Nafie, the
magnetic term assumes a form that depends on the electric
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vectors are rows in the T matrix, whose














This approximation makes it possible to compute VCD
spectra fully within a DFTB framework with no additional
implementation besides adding together already available
components in accordance with eq 12. This yields a fast and
simple tool that can be easily used for analysis before
considering more elaborate schemes such as Stephens
equations.9 We note in passing that eq 13 leads to origin-
independent rotational strengths as the following condition is
always satisfied:34
∑= + ϵα α
γδ
γδ γ α
δ⃗ ⃗T T Y P( ) ( )i O i O i, , ,1 2
(14)
in which Y⃗ = O⃗2 − O⃗1 is the displacement vector between two
origins and ϵ is the Levi-Civita tensor.
■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
DFT calculations were carried out using the 2017 version of
the ADF modeling suite,24,25 with the Becke−Perdew
exchange−correlation potential (BP86),35−37 a generalized
gradient approximation (GGA) functional, in combination
with Slater type orbital (STO) nonrelativistic valence triple-ζ
basis sets extended with one polarization function (TZP).38 All
electrons were treated explicitly (no frozen core). The VCD
calculations at this DFT level were done by means of the Nicu
et al.27 implementation of Stephens equations (hence both
APT and AAT tensors are calculated). Regarding the DFTB
calculations, the respective engine within ADF was modified to
include the implementation of eq 12 (where only the APTs are
needed). Besides the classic tight-binding model Hamiltonian
without self-consistency cycles (DFTB1),13 self-consistent-
charges (DFTB2)30 and third-order expansion (DFTB3)31
calculations were carried out as well. The DFTB parameters
used throughout this study were taken from the Slater−Koster
files for organic molecules and biomolecules, mio-1-1 (proper
for DFTB2),30 3ob-3-1 (designed for DFTB3), and 3ob-freq-
1-2 (a modified 3ob version intended for a better description
of vibrational frequencies),39 and QUASINANO2015.40 For all
nonmentioned criteria, default values (as in the release ADF
2017 version) were applied in all calculations. All spectra
displayed in the following were broadened using a Lorentzian
band shape with a half-width at half-maximum of 4 cm−1.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The structures of the three molecules considered in this
section are depicted in Figure 1. The first two molecules are
standard systems in VCD evaluations: (S,S)-[2,3-2H2]oxirane
and (+)-α-pinene. Due to their rigid structure only one
conformation is populated. Additionally, the simple spectra
with only a handful of bands in both cases are easier to evaluate
at this stage. To further validate the analysis, we also consider a
larger system, a pharmaceutical compound, dydrogesterone.
Oxirane. Figures 2 (VA) and 3 (VCD) show the
comparison between calculated and experimental41 vibrational
spectra (Table S1 displays the raw data, i.e., vibrational
frequencies, dipole strengths, and rotational strengths). Due to
the limited number of bands, peaks can be easily assigned
making the comparison between theory and experiment
unambiguous. As expected, the BP86/TZP calculation (when
applying Stephens equations) reproduces the experimental VA
and VCD spectra very well, which confirms that the results at
this level of theory can be taken as the reference for the
comparison with the lower level (DFTB) calculations.
Regarding the spectra obtained by the several DFTB variants,
one finds little correlation between any of those and the
respective BP86/TZP results (mean absolute errors are
considerably high irrespective of the DFTB variation). By
only evaluating the VCD spectra, one could attribute such
discrepancies to the APT model. The BP86/TZP calculation
carried out with the APT model yields several bands with
different signs than those predicted with Stephens equations.
The unreliability of the APT model for predicting VCD bands
has been previously reported,42,43 and its implementation
should not be blindly applied beyond a quick assessment.
However, even when comparing the DFTB results with the
BP86/TZP data from the APT model, one still finds virtually
no correlation between the two levels. Additionally, there is no
similar model approximation in the VA results with DFTB, and
those also differ significantly from the BP86/TZP figures. It is
also noticeable that the SCC-DFTB calculations with mio and
3ob parameters yield very similar spectra, which indicates the
occurrence of systematic deviations in comparison with the
BP86/TZP results. Thus, in order to identify the source of
these deviations, and, more generally, the reasons why these
standard DFTB parametrizations fail at even providing
Figure 1. Structures of (a) oxirane, (b) α-pinene, and (c)
dydrogesterone.
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accurate VA spectra for oxirane, we will investigate in the
following the effect of using different levels of theory for the
nuclear displacement vectors, vibrational frequencies, and
electric dipole gradients.
Nuclear Displacement Vectors.We start the analysis for the
nuclear displacement vectors by studying how the DFTB
(mass-weighted) normal modes resemble the DFT ones, i.e.,
by calculating the scalar product between these modes. The
highest overlap between a DFTB normal mode with each
respective nth BP86/TZP mode is shown in Table 1. The
square roots of these numbers can be taken as indicative of the
similarity between the modes, with values close to 1 indicating
that modes are alike. This analysis shows the consistency of the
normal modes computed using the various DFTB variants. For
example, high frequency modes, ν > 2000 cm−1, are similarly
represented irrespective of the level of theory that is applied
(most overlaps are equal to 1.00 with an average overlap of
0.99 for these modes). This feature may be expected as
standard DFTB parametrization procedures are usually carried
out on the basis of training sets composed of simple molecules,
such as homonuclear diatomics, H2O, CH4, NH3, etc., and
stretching frequencies are even used for the fitting of some
parametrizations.39 Thus, simple C−H(D) stretches should be
well represented by these parametrizations.
Normal modes in the fingerprint region, however, can be
much more intricate. Two examples of such modes (n = 10
and n = 11) are depicted in Figure 4. Mode 10 (Figure 4a,b),
which is almost purely composed of H−C−D bending
vibrations, is virtually the same whether it is calculated by
DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 or BP86/TZP. On the other hand, mode
11 (Figure 4c,d), which mixes H−C−D bending vibrations
with changes in the internal angles of the oxirane ring, have
different magnitudes for the norms of the carbon displacement
vectors depending on the level of theory. This shows that
mode mixing is an important aspect to consider. To further
investigate this mode mixing, overlaps of the reference modes
with the ones calculated with the same DFT functional but a
smaller set, single-ζ, are shown as well in Table 1. It is
noticeable that the lowest overlap values (and lowest averages)
are found in the region from ∼800 to ∼1100 cm−1, which
contains about a third of the calculated normal modes although
it represents only about 12% of the x-axis of these vibrational
spectra (considering the energy difference between modes 1
and 15). Since mode mixing is strongly dependent on the
energies of the vibrational levels, slight changes in energy could
lead to considerably different modes. Moreover, as it is shown
in ref 44, even small changes in the nuclear displacement
vectors involving polar bonds may have a dramatic impact on
the VCD intensity of the respective mode. In order to quantify
the effects induced in the dipole and rotational strengths by
these differences in the modes, the DFTB eigenvectors were
combined with the APTs and AATs from the BP86/TZP
calculation, thereby eliminating the DFTB error in the tensors.
Results of these composite methods are shown in Table S2.
In the limit of DFTB and DFT normal modes being
identical, the dipole and rotational strengths would obviously
Figure 2. Comparison of VA spectra of (S,S)-[2,3-2H2]oxirane (gas phase) calculated at several levels, and experimental data from ref 41. DFTB2/
QUASINANO2015, DFTB1/mio-1-1, and DFTB1/QUASINANO2015 intensities in the frequency range below 2000 cm−1 were rescaled by
factors of, respectively, 0.6, 0.1, and 0.1 for better visualization. Bands above 2000 cm−1 are displayed on a different scale (shown to the right and
on the top) than those in the fingerprint region. Frequencies and dipole strengths are given in Table S1.
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also be equal. Indeed, as observed in Table S2, DFTB modes
with an overlap ≥0.99 (shown in bold) result in dipole
strengths and rotational strengths that are less than,
respectively, 10−39 and 1.7 × 10−44 esu2 cm2 different from
the corresponding values from the BP86/TZP calculation. But
even in the remaining cases, the relative magnitudes (and
signs) of the majority of dipole and rotational strengths are
well represented at any SCC-DFTB variant, with the only
consistent error being the wrong sign of the rotational strength
of mode 8 (overall a mode with one of the smallest overlaps).
The difference is also clear when observing the significant
reduction in the mean absolute error (MAE) values in Table
S2 with respect to those in Table S1. Thus, the normal modes
predicted by several of the DFTB variants seem sufficient to
yield proper VA and VCD intensities, as long as higher level
atomic tensors are applied, which is in agreement with the
Figure 3. Comparison of VCD spectra of (S,S)-[2,3-2H2]oxirane (gas phase) calculated at several levels, and experimental data from ref 41.
DFTB1/QUASINANO2015 intensities were rescaled by a factor of 0.25 for better visualization. Bands above 2000 cm−1 are displayed on a
different scale (shown to the right and on the top) than those in the fingerprint region. Frequencies and rotational strengths are given in Table S1.
Table 1. Scalar Product (Overlap) between the (Mass-Weighted) Normal Modes Computed for (S,S)-[2,3-2H2]Oxirane (Gas
Phase) at the Levels Shown in the Headera and Those at the BP86/TZP Level (the Reference)b
BP86/TZP DFTB DFTB2 DFTB3
nc νn qnano15 mio11 qnano15 mio11 3ob31 3obf12 BP86/SZ avg
d
1 643 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
2 733 1.00 0.96 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.99
3 794 0.90 0.99 0.93(5) 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.89(5) 0.95
4 866 0.96 0.79 0.86 0.92(5) 0.91(5) 0.89(5) 0.94 0.92
5 890 0.90 0.99 0.92(3) 0.96(4) 0.95(4) 0.96(4) 0.90(3) 0.92
6 938 0.96 0.83 0.72 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.91 0.87
7 1079 1.00(8) 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.86 0.97(8) 0.98 0.96
8 1089 0.99(7) 0.94 0.79 0.98 0.86 0.94(7) 0.94 0.93
9 1216 0.93 0.83 0.84 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.99 0.90
10 1314 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
11 1378 0.93 0.83 0.87 0.86 0.92 0.93 1.00 0.90
12 2236 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00(13) 1.00 0.99
13 2246 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.96 1.00(12) 1.00 0.99
14 3050 1.00 1.00 1.00(15) 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.99
15 3056 1.00 1.00 1.00(14) 1.00 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.99
aNomenclature of DFTB parametrizations is abbreviated. bIntegers between parentheses next to the overlaps indicate with which nth BP86/TZP
mode occurs the largest overlap. If nothing is specified, matching modes relate to the same n figure. cn refers to the energy order of the reference
modes. dAverages are calculated after reordering of the modes according to the BP86/TZP order.
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conclusions in refs 21 and 22. The exception is DFTB1/mio-1-
1, which still yields significant differences in the magnitudes
(resulting in the largest MAEs).
Vibrational Frequencies. The second variable analyzed
regards the vibrational frequencies (which are proportional to
the eigenvalues of the mass-weighted Hessian). Although the
DFTB dipole and rotational strengths shown in Table S2 are
generally consistent with the BP86/TZP results, the modes
were reordered in accordance with the overlaps shown in
Table 1. The spectra of the fingerprint region calculated
without such reordering are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The
“composite” DFTB spectra displayed in these figures seem in
fact considerably better than those from the “full” DFTB
calculations in Figures 2 and 3, particularly the spectra
obtained with the SCC-DFTB models and mio-1-1 or 3ob
parameters. But a few differences with respect to the BP86/
TZP spectra are noticeable. This is exemplified by the two
bands in the frequency interval from ∼870 to ∼900 cm−1,
which are highlighted by the red rectangle in both Figures 5
and 6. As it was shown in Table 1, the main issue with these
bands (modes 4 and 5) is actually the inversion in the order of
their energies with respect to the BP86/TZP representation.
Such inversions also explain the apparent failure of the
DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 parametrization in correctly representing
the signs of peaks 12 and 13 (highlighted by the red circle
around 2200 cm−1 in the pertaining spectrum in Figure 3)
while other DFTB variants had shown a proper agreement with
BP86/TZP in the same region. Likewise, modes 7 and 8 in the
BP86/TZP representation, which are separated in frequency
by only 10 cm−1 (∼6 cm−1 experimentally), are inverted when
calculated at some DFTB levels (DFTB1/QUASINANO2015
and DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2). Summarizing, this basically means
that, while the DFTB parametrizations may yield proper
nuclear displacement vectors for some modes, not all these
methods predict the same ordering for the normal-mode
frequencies, which makes the comparison with experiment very
difficult.
Figure 4. Representation of vibrational modes n = 10 (a and b) and n
= 11 (c and d) calculated at BP86/TZP (left) and DFTB3/3ob-freq-
1-2 (right) levels as viewed along the C−O−C plane.
Figure 5. Comparison of VA spectra of (S,S)-[2,3-2H2]oxirane (gas phase) calculated at several levels. The DFTB spectra were obtained in a
composite method in which the Hessian was calculated at each indicated level and the APTs/AATs were calculated at the BP86/TZP level. The red
rectangle highlights an inversion in the order of the bands with respect to the BP86/TZP representation due to deviations in the DFTB frequencies.
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Another issue with the DFTB frequencies is the apparent
random deviations with respect to the BP86/TZP results. By
taking the DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 frequencies as an example,
and reordering them according to the overlaps in Table 1, one
finds deviations in the fingerprint region ranging from −76 to
+7 cm−1. In some cases, these deviations are also very
significant, as it is the case with calculations with the
QUASINANO2015 parameters, which yield frequencies up
to 600 cm−1 higher than the BP86/TZP ones.
Electric Dipole Gradients. The final variable to be analyzed
concerns the electric dipole gradient vectors. As in the model
applied here for obtaining DFTB VCD intensities the magnetic
tensor is approximated as a function of the APTs (eq 13), we
proceed with this discussion by focusing on the dipole
strengths, which are not affected by the same approximation.
As already discussed in the analysis of the normal modes, the
dipole gradients calculated with these standard DFTB methods
are not adequate to be used in VA and VCD analyses (at least
for oxirane). Symptomatic examples are the results obtained
for mode 10. As shown in Table 1, this mode as calculated with
the several DFTB variants is virtually identical to the
equivalent BP86/TZP normal mode (overlaps ≥0.99 in all
cases and no inversion of the energy order with other modes).
However, while BP86/TZP calculates a near-zero dipole
strength for this mode, most DFTB calculations yield one of
the largest dipole strengths in the fingerprint region. Thus, the
discrepancy must originate from inaccuracies in the electric
dipole gradients.
Table S3 displays the norm of the dipole gradient vector
upon displacing each atom in the x, y, and z directions, and the
norm of the dipole moment vector at equilibrium. As one can
notice, most DFTB variants predict dipole moments varying
considerably from the BP86/TZP value. DFTB1 calculations
yield dipole moments that are about (1.36 au with
QUASINANO2015) or more (1.93 au with mio-1-1) than
twice the BP86/TZP result (0.76 au). The SCC-DFTB models
yield dipoles somewhat closer to the reference but still varying
significantly depending on the choice of parameters, from 0.94
au with DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 to 0.72 au with DFTB2/
QUASINANO2015. With regard to the dipole gradients,
DFTB results deviate from the BP86/TZP values in a random
fashion depending on the specific atom that is displaced and
the direction. To test whether these inaccurate electric dipoles
and gradients are a consequence of the point charges model in
eq 10, electric dipoles were also obtained by integrating over
the deformation density calculated by the DFTB2/QUASI-
NANO2015 method (which yields the closest dipole norm to
the reference, 0.72 au). The electric dipole norm changes
slightly (to 0.80 au), but as shown in Table S1, the changes in
the dipole gradients still yield dipole strengths quite different
than the BP86/TZP values.
Therefore, we have learned from the analysis on oxirane that
the analyzed DFTB methods can provide a reliable assessment
of the normal-mode vectors. However, the energies of these
modes deviate randomly from the BP86/TZP results, which
may be misleading in the comparison with experimental data.
Additionally, the electric dipole moment gradients (which yield
the VA and VCD intensities) calculated with these DFTB
variants are inaccurate, which substantially compromises the
quality of the spectra. In order to validate these preliminary
conclusions, we extend the analysis for two more systems. For
simplification, we proceed with only one DFTB method,
DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2.
Figure 6. Comparison of VCD spectra of (S,S)-[2,3-2H2]oxirane (gas phase) calculated at several levels. The DFTB spectra were obtained in a
composite method in which the Hessian was calculated at each indicated level and the APTs/AATs were calculated at the BP86/TZP level. The red
rectangle highlights an inversion in the order of the bands with respect to the BP86/TZP representation due to deviations in the DFTB frequencies.
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α-Pinene. The VA and VCD spectra of α-pinene from the
BP86/TZP and DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 calculations, and from
the composite method (DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 Hessian +
BP86/TZP atomic axial and polar tensors), are shown in
Figure 7. The differences in the VA and VCD spectra are again
striking. The DFTB spectra differ significantly from the BP86/
TZP ones, a level that is shown to nicely reproduce the VCD
experiment.27 As was the case for oxirane, a significant
improvement on the DFTB spectra is obtained by combining
the DFTB Hessian with APTs and AATs calculated at the
BP86/TZP level. For example, the most intense peaks in the
fingerprint region of the BP86/TZP VCD spectrum (indicated
by Roman numerals) are well reproduced by the composite
method as far as the signs are concerned, but larger differences
still persist when the frequencies are considered.
The significance of the results discussed so far for this
composite method is in the CPU time spent in the
construction of the Hessian, which in general requires more
than 90% of the computational time of a VCD calculation. The
DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 computation of the Hessian takes less
than a hundreth of the computational time spent on the BP86/
TZP calculation. Additionally, as shown by Coriani et al.,45 the
AATs can be expressed as the frequency derivative at zero
frequency of a linear response function within the density-
matrix quasienergy formalism, which allows computing these
magnetic tensors through only six response equations (three
for the magnetic field responses and three for the frequency-
perturbed density). As the APTs can also be calculated without
using first-order perturbed densities with respect to nuclear
displacements (as also shown in ref 45), it is possible to
calculate these atomic tensors separately from the Hessian.
This approach is already used in, e.g., the VCD implementa-
tion within the Dalton program suite.46 Hence, on the basis of
the results shown for oxirane and α-pinene, an implementation
of Coriani’s equations in a DFTB/DFT framework would
allow for much faster, and yet accurate, calculations than
currently possible. Such an implementation is currently also
being realized in ADF.
Dydrogesterone. The comparison of VA and VCD
spectra of dydrogesterone is plotted in Figure 8. The spectra
calculated with the DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 method seem again
to at most replicate some qualitative features of the BP86/TZP
spectra, i.e., the presence of very intense peaks in the VA
spectrum from ∼1550 to ∼1800 cm−1 related to CO and
CC stretches, and the signs of some peaks in the VCD
spectrum from ∼1100 to ∼1350 cm−1. But unlike in the
previous cases, little improvement is attained with replacing the
APTs and AATs for the DFT ones. As we have already
Figure 7. Comparison of VA (top) and VCD (bottom) spectra of (+)-α-pinene (gas phase) calculated at different levels. The spectra in red were
obtained by combining the DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 Hessian with the BP86/TZP atomic polar and axial tensors (the latter only for VCD).
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discussed, the DFTB frequencies deviate in a nonlinear fashion
from the DFT reference. With the fingerprint region of
dydrogesterone containing more normal modes than in the
case of the smaller molecules, these deviations start playing a
bigger role in the representation of the spectra. This is easy to
visualize in a simple thought experiment. If two peaks of a
VCD spectrum with opposite signs and similar magnitudes
become near-degenerate due to these deviations, they will
cancel each other out, completely changing the shape of the
spectrum in that region. The green spectra in Figure 8 are the
result from replacing the DFTB frequencies in the composite
method for the DFT ones. These frequencies are also
reordered in accordance with the overlap results; i.e., the
DFTB modes are placed in the position of the BP86/TZP
modes with which the highest overlap is attained. The match
with the full DFT calculation considerably improves.
Therefore, even though the combination of a DFTB Hessian
with DFT atomic polar and axial tensors has been shown to be
an interesting tool for speeding up VA and VCD calculations,
the random deviations in the DFTB frequencies are likely to be
the limiting factor of such a composite method for comparing
the spectra of large molecules with the experiment. Alternatives
for obtaining better frequencies include the use of scaling
methods47 and partial Hessian techniques,48−51 which could be
applied in combination with Coriani’s45 equations.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the performance of DFTB for obtaining
VCD spectra through an approximate model. The overall
performance of standard DFTB parametrizations was rather
poor, particularly the calculations without self-consistency
cycles (DFTB1) and/or with QUASINANO2015 parameters.
A decomposition analysis showed that (1) the normal modes
calculated with several DFTB variants reasonably replicate the
respective BP86/TZP vectors, but (2) the random deviations
observed in the vibrational frequencies of such modes yield
Figure 8. Comparison of VA (top) and VCD (bottom) spectra of dydrogesterone (gas phase) calculated at different levels. The black spectra were
obtained at the BP86/TZP level. The spectra in red were calculated by combining the DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 Hessian with the BP86/TZP atomic
polar and axial tensors. The spectra in green were obtained by additionally positioning the DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 bands according to the frequencies
calculated at the BP86/TZP level (and reordering them according to an overlap analysis similar to that shown in Table 1). The VCD intensities
calculated at the DFTB3/3ob-freq-1-2 level (blue spectrum) were rescaled by a factor of 4.0 for better visualization. VA bands above 1550 cm−1 are
displayed on a different scale (shown to the right) than those in the fingerprint region.
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bands that are difficult to match with the experiment, and,
additionally, (3) the electric dipole gradients are in general
inaccurate, rendering bad VA and VCD intensities.
The latter issue can be fixed by separating these vibrational
calculations in two stages where the least demanding step,
obtaining the atomic polar and axial tensors,45 is realized at a
higher level of theory (as DFT). As the deviations in the
frequencies can also be tackled,47−51 DFTB can be a quicker
route for obtaining accurate vibrational spectra if applied in
these composite schemes.
It should be emphasized that calculations at a full DFTB
level could still be applied in VCD evaluations if new
parametrizations improve the description of electric dipole
moments and/or vibrational frequencies. Thus, the DFTB-
VCD code used throughout this study was added in the latest
development version of the ADF modeling suite (without the
1/4 factor in eq 12 to ajdust for the usually low VCD
intensities obtained with SCC-DFTB methods), and is
available in the 2018 release version of the package. Spectra
decomposition tools are also available.44,52 A tutorial on how
to perform these calculations and using such tools is available
on the website https://www.scm.com.
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